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                 Statistics                
                 PLEASE FOLLOW ALL INSTRUCTIONS                PLEASE FOLLOW ALL INSTRUCTIONS

                Statistics for Psychology   Homework 6-Due Wednesday October 21 st at 1pm   Adapted from Aron, Coups, & Aron (2013)   This assignment has 1 question with three parts .   1. For each of the following three studies, describe the four possible correct and incorrect  decisions and explain wh at each would mean. When explaining what each of them would mean  be sure to use variables names in each of the studies given.   Do not simply report “Type I ”, “Type II ”, and “C orrect Decision” . You will earn zero points for  this. For each possible decision you need to r eport the decision of the study and if this is true or  not true. See the PowerPoint for some examples.   Most people choose to make a chart but this not necessary. A) a study of whether infants born premature ly begin to recognize faces later than infants in  general. B) A study of whether high school students who receive an AIDS prevention program in their school are more likely to practice safe sex than are other high school students C) A study of whether memory for abstract ides is reduced if the information is presented in  distracting colors.            
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                Fast and convenient

                Simply post your question and get it answered by professional tutor within 30 minutes. It's as simple as that!
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                Any topic, any difficulty

                We've got thousands of tutors in different areas of study who are willing to help you with any kind of academic assignment, be it a math homework or an article. 
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                100% Satisfied Students

                Join 3,4 million+ members who are already getting homework help from StudyDaddy!
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